The cryptographic srrength of a Feistel Cipher depends srrongiy on the properties of its F-function. (DES). The effects of several straight-forward modifications of FEU'S F-function are discussed.
A block cipher which is not complete, may be vulnerable to a known plaintext attack [l] . As the example of the D m Encryption Standard (DES, [7] ) shows, the F-function of a Feistel Cipher needs not to be complete in order to ensure completeness of the block cipher itself. Despite the fact that each output bit of its F-function only depends on 6 input bits, the DES is complete after 5 rounds 161. Due to the principle of a Feistel Cipher which operates on the two halves L and R of an input block. at least 3 rounds are necessary for its completeness. The internal states of a Feistel Cipher develop in the following way: initial state:
( L, after round 1:
( R, after round 2:
( L+F,(R), after round 3:
( R+F2(L+F1(R)), A 3 round Feistel Cipher therefore is complete if F, is depends on at least one of its input bits and each of the input bits of F, affects at least one of its output bits.
A function f exhibits the avalanche effect, if an average of one half of its output bits change whenever a single input bit is complemented. Moreover, f shows the stricr avalanche criterion if each of its output bits changes with the probability of one half, when complementing one input bit [9] . The strict avalanche criterion includes the completeness of f. This property is considered essential for a "good" cryptographic transformation [9] . A random function will also exhibit the strict avalanche criterion.
The dependence matrix of a function f:GF(2)"-->GF(2)"' is a (m) matrix, whose enny aij gives the probability that the output bit j of f changes when its input bit i is complemented. The function f is complete if all elements in its dependence mauix have a nonzero value; it exhibits the strict avalanche criterion, if the value of every element is close to 0.5. Analysis of the S-function reveals its incompleteness. Only one of its 8 output bits depends on every input bit. Moreover, its dependence matrix exhibits a very regular structure. Its upper half (which is idcntical to the lower half) is given &low. Since the S-function is not complete. the F-function of FEAL can not be complete. An analysk of the powers of F results in F' being complete for i > 1 and exhibiting the smct avalanche criterion for i > 2   (see figure 4) . In this respect the F-function of FEAL does bener than the F-function of DES where P is complete for j > 2 and shows the strict avalanche criterion for j > 3 (see also figure 4 ). For this reason FEAL is complete after 4 rounds whereas DES needs 5 rounds in order to become a complete block cipher (see figure 3 ). 
Modifications of FEAL's F-function
There are straight-forward modifications of FEAL's F-function that will further improve the properties discussed above. Moreover, these modifications allow the intmducaon of a non-linear function that can be chosen at random and will therefore overcome any distrust of the S-functions.
D.Davies has suggested to modify FEAL's F-function by replacing the operation ROL2 by an 8-bit Sbox [2]. By this modification 4 (possibly different) S-boxes are added to the F-function. Although a randomly chosen S-Box will show the strict avalanche criterion, the modified F-function will not exhibit the same property. It is complete, however, and F' will show the smct avalanche criterion for i > 1 (see figure 4 ).
We suggest a modification that uses only one additional 8-bit S-Box in the position marked by X in figure 2 . The input of this S-Box depends on every byte of the input of F. Its output affects every byte of the output of F. The effect of this modification is similar to the effect of the modification discussed above. The modified F-function is complete and F will exhibit the strict avalanche criterion for i > 1 (see figure 4 ). 
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